Congratulations! Your Chi-Card® in your purse,
wallet or anywhere else close to you provides you
with a continuous supply of Life Force.
It is a well-known fact that Life Force is the energy, which is necessary for any type of work toward enjoying personal change and manifestation
of your desires, such as working with affirmations,
using the law of attraction and vision boards.
Moreover, the pulsating Life Force from your ChiCard® can be a significant help in your achieving
of physical and mental skills, such as sports, fitness, weight loss, creativity, increased intelligence,
and especially psychic skills, such as remote viewing as well as any other form of perception at a
distance and many methods of action at a distance.
Your Chi-Card® can be a significant help for you to
get much better results much faster, easier and
much more reliably, and it can provide such secured success with any method that you choose in
order to achieve positive permanent change.
There are two ways of you acquiring a Chi-Card®:
You can purchase a laminated Chi-Card® either
from a store or from one of our distributors, or you
can order your Chi-Card® online, in which case a
file will be sent to you, which you print and cut out.
In fact, you can cut out three Chi-Cards, which you
can arrange to provide you with the structural link
to your setup for change and manifestation.
Once you received your Chi-Card®, you can feel
the power of Life Force, or Chi energy, the same

Meditation and Psychic skills
Deep Meditation: The Chi-Card® is a great help to
enter the state of meditation. This is so, because
the pulse of its flow of Life Force is set to the
Alpha brainwave frequency, which induces this state
rapidly. This is so, because this pulse of Life Force
operates on your body and mind directly, instead
by using the detours of light and sound (as in mind
machines), which then are expected to have your
mind develop the desired frequency.
Autogenic Training: the autogenic state is much
more effective and deeper than entering relatively
light hypnoid states, coached by the typical runof-the-mill “professional hypnotists.” Most importantly, you can remain in total control during this
state of self-induced (auto-genic) and self-controlled hypnosis. Mastery of AT is ideal for the
development of any further development of physical, mental and psychic skills. When you are carrying your chi-card with you, entering the state of
AT is much easier and you can master it within a
few hours rather than several weeks. Learn more
about it at www.autogenic-training.org
Ideally you should master Autogenic Training before you acquire other skills.
You can find success strategies for your vision
boards, affirmations and proper use of the law of
attractionin in the maunal for chi generators® in
www.hscti.net/manual or you can download it from
www.akor.cc

way as you did already before acquiring your ChiCard®: Hold the center of your palm about 1-3
inches above the chi-card® and feel the energy.

Here is another use of a vision board: This time
the water is optimized, i.e., all negative information has been removed and it is charged with Life
Force, or Chi, and at the same time it is charged
with the energy of the affirmations on the vision
board, in this example for weight loss.

In the example above, again a vision board is set
up to use the law of attraction quite literally: It is
a sex drink.
In both cases the glass with water is next to the
vision board. Naturally, such charging of water or
any other drink can be done at any distance from
the vision board. You have gained this experience
already when performing the free Chi-Card® test.

Your next step is to charge water: Take a glass of
good water - if ice-cold, you may not notice the
difference as much as when fresh water. Take a
sip, put the glass onto the Chi-Card® for a minute
or two, then taste again. It taster much better,
because you have just removed the negative information from the water, plus you super charged it
with beneficial Life Force. You can get a ChiCoaster® to charge water and other drinks, and
you can attach it to any type of water dispenser.

Naturally, you can also charge food and supplements with your Chi-Card® or Chi-Coaster®, and
they will be assimilated much better. Simply put
some of the supplements on your Chi-Card® and
connect them to yourself with the help of a unique
structural link: one remains with the Chi-Card®
and supplements, while you are carrying the second one with you

Methods of Manifestation
You can use a huge variety of methods to achieve
personal change, and all of them will work much
better and faster, when enhanced with the continuous flow of Chi, or Life Force, which your ChiCard® and Chi-Coaster® are providing.

The manifestation software (examples above: the
Basic manifestation program and the classic manifestation program) and especially the super manifestation software (below) make the setting up of
vision-boards, affirmations and applications of the
law of attraction as easy as 1-2-3.

On the next page you can see a typical visionboard setup, which has been produced with the
basic manifestation program, to secure success of
a negotiation in real estate, either by a broker, by
a seller or by a buyer. The Chi-Card® is on the

vision board, while the structural link is a unique
diagram. One of these diagrams is on the vision
board while the other one is with the person who
gets energized.
Below this, you see a vision-board setup for a first
step towards general success in business: the capability to a thorough analysis of the situation.
Here too the Chi-Card® is on the vision board and
the person for whom it is set up carries one of the
unique structural links in the purse or wallet.

